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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday March 22, 2019

1646 Officers responded to 1930 Patterson Rd on a warrant service. They arrive and arrested Donald A. Kirby Jr, w/m/49, on the warrant. 19-12349

Tuesday March 23, 2019

2315 An officer responded to Meijer on a suspicious vehicle call. Upon arriving Jessy L. Coats, w/m/38, was found under the influence and was arrested on disorderly conduct. 19-16423.

0000 Officers responded to 2645 Baylor Ct on an intoxicated subject walking in the area. They arrived and arrested Curtis R. Roberts, w/m/26, for OVI after finding him driving in the area. 19-16429.

1200 An officer responded to 2901 Wilmington Pk on a suspicious call. They arrived and arrested Steven J. Mott, w/m/48, for disorderly conduct. 19-16492.

1515 An officer arrested Stanley E. Lynch Jr, w/m/49, on an active warrant at 1700 Marilyn. 19-16534.

1605 Officers responded to 4336 Overland Trail on a welfare check. They arrived and investigation found narcotics inside the home. Chad A. Cohn, w/m/43, was placed under arrest. Mary A. Mattox, w/f/31, was also arrested on an active warrant. 19-16541.
Wednesday March 24, 2019

2226  Officers responded to 5484 N. Kettering Sq. on a domestic call. They arrived and arrested a juvenile for domestic violence. 19-16599.

1832  An officer made a traffic stop on Woodman at Patterson and arrested Eddie R. Doolin, w/m/41, for falsification and an active warrant. 19-16729.

2003  Officers responded to 5484 N. Kettering Sq. on a domestic call. They arrived and arrested a 16 yr old juvenile for domestic violence. 19-16738.

2238  Officers responded to 554 E. Dorothy Ln. on a traffic crash. They arrived and arrested Scott J. Hunter, w/m/38, on an active warrant. 19-16753.

Thursday March 25, 2019

0613  Officers responded to Kettering Hospital and arrested Joseph Feliciano, w/m/39, for domestic violence. 19-16798.

1126  Officers responded to 2071 Richfield Dr on a disturbance in progress. They arrived and issued misdemeanor citations to Joshua W. Kuhn, w/m/38, Robert J. Hill, w/m/48, and Isaiah V. Byrd, b/m/24 for disorderly conduct. 19-16826.

2030  Officers responded to 3050 Delaine on a TPO violation and found the suspect still on scene. Anita M. Shade, w/f/39, was placed under arrest for violating a protection order. 19-16875.

2049  Officers responded to a disturbance near Wal Mart and located John G. Backer, w/m/35, who had an active felony warrant for his arrest. Backer was arrested on the warrant. 19-16877.

Friday March 26, 2019

0852  Officers responded to Taco Bell on E. Dorothy Ln on a suspicious male. They arrived and arrested Steven J. Mott, w/m/46, for disorderly conduct. He was also issued a summons for open container. 19-16925.

1645  Officers responded to 1702 Horlacher on a trespassing complaint. They arrived and arrested Charles J. Liebl, w/m/34, on an active warrant. 19-16976.
1716  Officers responded to Kroger on E. Stroop Rd. for a shoplifting call. They arrived and arrested **Chardanai M. White, b/f/21**, and **Johnshae M. Lane, b/f/23**, were arrested for theft. **19-16982**.

1740  Officers responded to 4545 Croftshire on a disturbance. **Austin M. Schul, w/m/23**, was issued a summons for drug paraphernalia and marijuana. **19-16983**.

1952  An officer located a stolen U-Haul truck at the Budget Inn on Dixie Hwy. Back-up was requested and contact was then made with the driver in room 267. **Joshua R. Harper, w/m/32, and Brittany I. Breed, w/f/35** were both arrested for receiving stolen property, drug paraphernalia and drug abuse instruments. **19-17004**.

2305  An officer made a traffic stop and arrested **Eric M. Hickman, w/m/30**, for OVI and DUS. **19-17021**.

0251  Officers responded to 3217 Wilmington Pk on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested **Lavern Kinney, b/m/49**, for disorderly conduct/public intox. He was also charged with drug paraphernalia. **19-17050**.

**Saturday March 27, 2019**

0800  An officer responded to an animal complaint at 3140 Mohican. **Carrie J. Ehring, w/f/57**, was issued a summons for nuisance condition after her dog attacked the responding officer by latching onto her pants. **19-17058**.

1740  Officers responded to a traffic crash at E. Dorothy Ln. and Shroyer Rd. **Kurt A. Hammond, w/m/52**, was arrested for OVI. **19-17116**.

2130  Officers responded to 1315 Devon on a domestic call. They arrived and arrested **Selena Hickman, w/f/23**, on an active warrant. **19-17136**.

0230  An officer made a traffic stop and arrested **Andrew R. Pariseau, w/f/50**, on an active warrant. He was also issued a summons for falsification and drug possession. **18-52457**.

**Sunday March 28, 2019**

1953  An officer made a traffic stop on Wilmington Pk and arrested **Marquetta D. L. Mooty, b/f/33**, for drug paraphernalia, falsification and felony drug possession. **19-17252**.